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Is it better to trade in designersâ€™ jeans? a 64-million dollar question for jeans suppliers!
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Almost all of the jeans suppliers are involved in supplying and distributing all brands of jeans. On the
other hand, there are only a few jeans suppliers and distributors who supply those of the jeans that
are exclusively designed by the individual designers.

So, it has become a daunting task for jeans suppliers and distributors as whether to trade in
designersâ€™ jeans or not due to many known and unknown factors.

Trading in designersâ€™ jeans is one of the most challenging tasks for the jeans suppliers and
distributors as it requires lots of documentations and verification certificates to get through.

Without these mandatory documents, a licensed jeans supplier and distributor can never trade in
designersâ€™ jeans legally.

Jeans are supplied through various distribution channels, and many known jeans suppliers and
companies supply this kind of apparel to almost all parts of the world, mostly in the Asian and
European regions. There are hundreds of suppliers and distributors of jeans.

Supply of this apparel has, itself, become a distinctive field in the business world. The major
stumbling block is to get approval from jeans designers as a majority of designers donâ€™t want to sell
their products through intermediaries and third party agents.

The second issue is to make sure whether jeans suppliers have been officially nominated by the
jeans designers to work as an official distributor or supplier in a specific region.

The available option remains for many of the jeans suppliers is to be engaged in supplying replica of
designersâ€™ jeans which is, definitely, an illegal and unethical act.

In short, itâ€™s better to put your attention in other brands if you donâ€™t qualify as an authentic and
officially nominated supplier of designersâ€™ jeans. Jeans Suppliers offer a nice attractive collection of
jeans with low prices of famous Company brands.

By living within your main manufacturing and distribution domain, quality jeans traders can generate
exceptional revenues in leading B2B web portals like http://www.worldoftrade.com/sell/jeans-
suppliers.htm . Quality jeans manufacturers always try to reach quality-seekers, so it is a wonderful
choice if you join http://www.worldoftrade.com/sell/jean-suppliers.htm  for more sales and business
growth. Quality cannot be found everywhere. Especially on the internet, it turns out to be more than
a Herculean task to make business deal with quality buyers and suppliers.

To cut a long story short, always try to be realistic and trade through those business portals and
platforms where you have an easier access to genuine buyers and suppliers. The choice is all yours.
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David Hudson - About Author:
Just log on to this very useful B2B site of a www.worldoftrade.com and we wish you best of luck.
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